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   Introduction:  The ChemCam instrument onboard 

the MSL “Curiosity” rover is a package of a Laser-

Induced Breakdown Spectrometer (LIBS) coupled to 

the Remote Micro-Imager (RMI) [1,2,3]. Its objective 

is to remotely determine the elemental composition of 

soils and rocks situated at distances up to 7 meters 

from the rover. The primary objectives of the RMI, 

which  has a pixel angular size of 19.6 µrad/pixel on a 

1024x1024 grayscale detector, are to provide geomor-

phologic context for the LIBS analyses, locate the laser 

pits, document the changes induced by the laser shots 

on the target, and remotely study the Martian rocks and 

soils at high resolution [e.g. 4, 5, 6,…]. While it was 

not originally designed for this purpose, RMI can also 

occasionally serve as a powerful long distance imaging 

tool with improved performances thanks to an autofo-

cus algorithm based on an onboard analysis of a Lapla-

cian score computed on the RMI images [7].  

   In a few occasions, we noticed that a spurious bright 

halo was observed on long distance images calibrated 

using the standard pipeline. We discuss the origin of 

this problem and propose a preliminary solution. 

 
Figure 1.  Left : ChemCam RMI CR0_509621201 (sequence 

CCAM03262) affected by a bright surrounding halo, most 

probably due to scattered light from the sky entering the 

telescope. Right: image CR0_511399990 (sequence 

CCAM02283) taken on lower layers of Mount Sharp, and 

not affected by the bright halo. 

   Observations at long distance with RMI: The RMI  

angular pixel size corresponds to ~20 cm at 10 km. 

Even with a conservative estimate of a line spread of 4-

5 pixels [8], RMI provides long distance views which 

are very complementary to HiRISE orbital images in 

the 5-15 km range. The first target imaged at infinity 

with RMI was Ameto (Sol 327, pointing at ~9 km to-

ward the base of the Greenheugh pediment). Since the 

Ameto imaging test, several distant observations have 

been made by pointing either toward the Gale crater 

rim in the Peace Vallis direction [9], or toward Mount 

Sharp lower and upper strata [10, 11, 12]. When ob-

serving in the Peace Vallis direction, a systematic 

bright halo appears to affect almost all RMI images 

using standard processing (Fig. 1 left). This effect has 

also sometimes been observed when pointing toward 

Mount Sharp, but it is much less systematic (Fig 1 

right). Simulations seem to indicate that this stray light 

likely comes mainly from 3 to 4.5° angles away from 

the telescope boresight. Scattered light coming from 

the sky or from bright areas can thus contribute to this 

effect, depending on the rover and camera orientations.   

    Empirical correction of the scattered light : The 

Peace Vallis imaging campaign resulted in the acquisi-

tion of more than 250 images taken with approximately 

the same observing geometry, between Sols 1237 and 

2012. Thanks to this homogeneity, we have been able 

to extract the bright halo pattern from this consistent 

set of images by computing a median filter on the stack 

of these 250 single observations. The median filter 

performed on a pixel by pixel basis proved to be very 

effective in removing the bright and dark features in 

each scene, leaving mostly the globally fixed low fre-

quency bright halo pattern (fig. 2). 

          
Figure 2.  Retrieval of the bright halo pattern using a medi-

an stacking of 250 RMI images of the Peace Vallis area 

(upper images). The image on the lower right has been cor-

rected using the retrieved bright halo pattern (bottom left).  
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     Correction of the mosaics: Once retrieved, the 

bright halo pattern can be used as a secondary empiri-

cal flat field correction to remove this spurious effect 

on the images. An example is given in Fig.3, which 

compares mosaics computed before (Fig 3b) and after 

(Fig. 3c) this additional processing step. The homoge-

neity of the mosaic is improved by the correction, al-

lowing the generation of completely artefact-free imag-

es (Fig 3c, d).  

     Even though this strategy proved to be useful in the 

case of Peace Vallis observations, we have not identi-

fied the key parameter controlling the strength of the 

bright halo so far, which prevents the systematic im-

plementation of this new correction in the official cali-

bration pipeline. It will therefore rather be applied on a 

case by case basis.  

    Conclusion and future work 

Imaging at long distance with Chemcam’s RMI pro-

vides the ability to study the detailed structure of Gale 

crater walls, or the fine-scale nature of the strata consti-

tuting Mount Sharp layers. It is also useful as a recon-

naissance tool to investigate key locations of the forth-

coming Curiosity traverse, or to look for temporal 

changes on Mount Sharp steep slopes [10]. In addition 

to radiometric improvements, additional tests are cur-

rently being made to evaluate the possibility of gaining 

some resolving power using either super-resolution or 

deconvolution techniques on single inmages. The su-

per-resolution requires a set of 5 to 10 perfectly fo-

cused images, with a subpixel movement between each 

single acquisition.  
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Figure 3 : Example of the radiometric correction of RMI mosaics acquired in the Peace Vallis direction (sequence CCAM03262 

acquired from a distance of 24 km). (a) Left Mastcam mosaic acquired on Sol 1163 showing the context. (b) RMI mosaic from 

the standard calibration pipeline. (c) RMI mosaic after the new bright halo correction. (d) zoom on the corrected mosaic illus-

trating the resolving power of RMI.  
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